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Teachers are caught in a crosscurrent of conflicting points of view regarding the nature of the 

teaching profession. Idealism conflicts with reality. Educational theory conflicts with teaching 

practice. Altruism crashes head-on with cynicism. The person who engages in long and searching 

thought about the joy of helping students learn and grow is the same person who wonders whether jobs 

even exist in his or her teaching area. The student teacher who is on the verge of thinking that teachers 

are the key to an improved tomorrow is the same person who sits in silence listening to burned-out 

faculty members talk cynically about students who don't care.  

Status, power, freedom, jobs, salaries, rights; these are some of the most basic issues in teaching. 

An exploration of these issues takes one quickly to the heart of the matter. In this chapter we will 

address these issues and attempt to answer some of the broader questions that must inevitably be posed 

by anyone who pursues a career in education.  

To some extent, the basic issues in the education career are the same issues basic to any 

professional career. The questions arise regardless of one's chosen field. Can I find work? Can I work 

where and with whom I want to? How much money will I make? What will be expected of me? Can I 

advance within the field? What are my professional rights and responsibilities?  

Before beginning our discussion of the professional aspects of teaching, let us take an inventory 

of your notions about the subject. After you have responded to the statements in the inventory, 

compare your responses with ours.  

It is important to separate myth from fact-in education as in any other area. It is hoped that our 

analysis of some of the commonly held myths about teaching as presented in the inventory will help 

clear away any preconceived notions that may be held about the profession. Further, it is hoped that 

our discussion will point out that facts which are true in one decade are not necessarily true in later 

years. Education is a constantly evolving profession; cycles or trends in education are repeated, 

modified, discarded, rediscovered, and repeated again. The teaching profession evolves with these 

cycles of ideas; salaries and job availability change as priorities of society change. Throughout your 

education and experience as a teacher, you will note the ebb and flow of many ideals, objectives, and 

opinions with regard to education and teaching.  

Now let us begin our more in-depth analysis of some of the points that the inventory called to our 

attention.  

THE NATURE OF THE PROFESSION  

Types of Teaching Experiences  

 The vast majority of those who choose education as a career will find themselves in the role of public 

school teachers. There are about 2.7 million public school teachers in America today.  

However, the private school-though on the decline only a few decades ago-is again alive and well (1 America. 

Enrollments in private schools have increased steadily in the past decade. Most private schools are 

church-related, with Catholic schools representing the single largest group. However, other private schools 

are founded on other principles: some emphasize preparation for college; some emphasize the trades or the 

arts; some emphasize discipline and a move back to the basics; others emphasize creative freedom and open 

education. Salaries at private schools tend to be lower than at public schools. But since private schools are 

often smaller schools with smaller classes, and since they sometimes have an educational philosophy that may 

be more compatible with your own, there may be factors overriding salary in making this choice.  

Whether in a public school system or a private school, the teacher must also consider what level 

of teaching most appeals to him or her: elementary school, middle school, junior high school, or senior 

high school. Further, there are also teaching opportunities in preschool (nursery school) education, 



adult education, and senior citizen education.  

Other decisions the beginning teacher must make include: what subject to teach; whether to 

consider special education or Chapter I reading and mathematics teaching; whether to teach in 

school-or in another setting; and what some alternatives to teaching are. Job availability varies from 

subject area to subject area and from level to level. However, other factors influence job availability as 

well; these will 'be discussed in the next section.  

 

Factors Influencing Job Availability  

 In recent years, the demand for teachers has fluctuated but trended upward. Many persons who, 

in the past, would have gone into public school positions automatically, are now considering other 

professional possibilities. The distinction between schooling and education becomes very important 

in making these professional considerations. The person who is open to a career that embraces 

education in a wider sense will find more employment possibilities—and perhaps even more 

satisfaction—than one who is less willing to explore alternatives.  

Many factors affect job availability. The new teacher must have the ability to examine these 

variants and make career decisions based on an analysis of his or her situation. The factors affecting 

job availability are: types of schools; specific fields of teaching; level of teaching; geographic 

location; nonschool possibilities; and alternatives to teaching. Let us examine each factor.  

 
TYPES OF SCHOOLS.  
 
 The popular press has documented the rise and fall in enrollments in different types of schools. 

Public school enrollments are rising. Even so, many parents have pulled their children out of public 

schools because of what they believe to be the deteriorating quality of education in these schools. 

When making career decisions, the teacher should analyze the public school private school picture in 

his or her community; opportunities may vary in these different types of schools.  

 

SPECIFIC FIELDS OF TEACHING.  

 

  Actual teacher shortages exist in some subject areas at the present time. Those areas for which 

there is a present demand for teachers include special education fields such as special education, 

mathematics and science teaching at secondary levels, industrial arts education, and Chapter 1 reading 

and mathematics teaching.  

Another level of teaching to consider is adult education. It is forecast that the demand for trained 

professionals in the area of adult education will continue to grow in the foreseeable future. When 

analyzed, an interesting bimodal distribution appears in the adult education picture. On the one hand, 

there is the pressing need for adult literacy. Exact data on adult literacy are hard to formulate, but 

estimates on the percentage of illiterate adults in our population run from 10 to 15 percent. The other 

aspect of adult education is that of providing training to people in business and industry. (See the 

nonschool education section that follows.)  

EARLY CHILDHOOD  

 The demand for quality day care and early childhood education represents a real growth industry. 

Single parents and families with both parents working outside the home will continue to demand care and 

training for their young children, who range from infants to five-year-olds. The growth will occur both 

within the private sector, as licensed day-care and nursery schools spring up seemingly on every corner, 

and within the public school sector. In fact, more and more schools are now providing early morning day 

care as well as after-school care for children in the elementary grades.  



GEOGRAPHIC LOCATION 
 Geography is an important factor in job availability. In general, the student-age population has 

declined in the North and East and has grown in the South and West. States such as Arizona and Florida 

·continue to grow rapidly in student populations, while states such as Pennsylvania and Kansas have 

shown severe losses of student populations. As industry and business continue to move to the "Sun Belt," 

the labor force moves with them. The message to the young teacher may well be "Follow the sun," or 

"Go west." Geographic location also plays an important part in the type of students the teacher will 

instruct. Different ethnic groups, different ideals, different types of student problems, different types of 

school system needs-these are all points to consider when preparing for a career and when searching for 

a position.  

 

NONSCHOOL TEACHING POSSIBILITIES  
 Opportunities for teachers exist in locations other than schools. For example, because of the growing 

number of families with single parents and the large number of families with both parents working, there 

is an increasing need for teachers in day care facilities. Further, many parents are interested in providing 

their children with preschool education experiences and Head Start programs. Therefore, the education 

of the very young is an area to consider.  

  Further, the business world and the education world are becoming more closely related. 

Providing training to employees of business and industry or providing education about the company to 

persons outside the company are growing concerns of many businesses. At present, it is estimated that there 

are more than 50,000 persons in the United States who hold education degrees and who are employed in the 

private sectors various positions. Other teaming opportunities exist in community centers, in government, and 

in the health industry.  

 

ALTERNATIVES TO TEACHING  
 An education degree is a valuable tool in many professions other than teaching. The qualities of 

teaching are easily adapted to positions in the social services, in counseling, in business, and in the arts. 

Further, some positions in textbook publishing, in education media development, and in education consulting 

often require an education degree. In addition, technology and software industries are seeking educators to 

assist in adapting computers and other equipment to the classroom. For the flexible, imaginative professional, 

opportunities abound. 

  

Salaries  

Salary is probably not the primary motivating factor for a young person to choose teaching as a 

career. Nevertheless, in an age of rising prices and continuous inflation, salary is becoming an 

increasingly important consideration of the profession. As school boards struggle to make ends 

meet, and as the public continues to tighten the education purse strings by such measures as tax 

reform bills, teachers' salaries cannot avoid being affected.  

Nevertheless, teachers' salaries are no longer among the lowest compared to salaries of other 

professions. In 1927, a beginning teacher would earn about $65 per month; today, the average 

teacher's salary is about $50,000 per year. This places teachers' salaries below those of lawyers and 

doctors, but above those of nurses or civil service employees.  

Salaries paid to teachers are generally augmented by certain fringe benefits which can include 

health insurance, sick leave, long-term disability, personal leave, sabbatical leave, extra pay for 

extracurricular activities, and additional pay for summer work.  

Further, teachers with advanced degrees are generally paid higher salaries than teachers with 

_only the baccalaureate degree. With additional pay for experience and advanced degrees, some 

teachers can make as much as $75,000 per year. Of course, even these salaries may not be high 

enough to support a family comfortably if the cost of living in a particular area is high. For this 

reason, many teachers become disillusioned about their inability to make ends meet and the 

apparent disinterest of the tax-paying public. Salary can become the primary motivating factor 

leading people to drop out of teaching in order to pursue other, more lucrative careers.  



While we have presented average teacher salaries in this section, it is important to point out 

some of the factors which influence salaries from school board to school board: geographic 

location, type of school, level of school, experience and education, additional activities. It soon 

becomes apparent that some of these factors are the same as those affecting job availability. One 

important point should be made, however: factors which should not affect salaries are race, sex, 

national origin, or age. Federal law prohibits discrimination on this basis-and unequal salaries are a 

major form of discrimination.  

Public Opinion  

 Education in the United States represents a public trust. People pay for the schools through taxation. 

Therefore, many citizens feel a sense of proprietary rights over what occurs in the schools. Perhaps more than 

the members of any other profession, teachers must come to terms with this fact of public ownership of the 

schools. Certainly, doctors, lawyers, and businesspeople are affected by public opinion, but compared to the 

effects of public control over education, control over these and other professions is minimal. In addition to lay 

opinions  
 

 “Nothing in my educational background prepared me to be a song-and-dance person...In truth, a 

master teacher has always been a combination show person and salesman. An instructor's unfeigned love for 

an, literature, music and nature, if presented with joy and enthusiasm, is contagious. It can raise the curtain 

on higher mental realms and turn the schoolroom into a state for genuine excitement.” 

   --Rosalie S. Lawrence  

In addition to certification requirements, credentials in a given subfield of secondary 

education, e.g., mathematics or physical education, are generally necessary. Specific teaching 

credentials are used to limit a teacher to a particular subject area. Thus, just as nurses, doctors, 

and lawyers are licensed practitioners, so are teachers. Licensure in each case is granted by the 

state as opposed to the federal or municipal governments.  

Because each state has its own certification requirements, a teacher who moves to another 

state must apply to that state for certification. Basic requirements from one state to another are 

essentially the same, and it is always possible to receive temporary certification in order to 

continue to teach while you are making up minor deficiencies.  

Certification requirements have not only become more strict over time, but they must also 

be renewed periodically in order to ensure that students are receiving reasonably up-to-date 

instruction. Most states require that teachers take college courses and/or in-service courses to 

keep their credentials current. These are the practitioners, those who teach in and administrate 

the public schools; the teacher educators, the college-level instructors who are involved in 

preparing people to teach; and the theoreticians, those who develop philosophies of education.  

The teacher beginning to develop his or her own thoughts about education would be well 

advised to develop a greater awareness of the thinking of others. Whether those thoughts are 

those of an angry parent who thinks the schools have failed his or her child, or those of an 

educational researcher whose opinions are based on years of systematic inquiry, they are worth 

hearing.  

PROFESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES 

As a professional, the teacher has wide-ranging responsibilities. He or she is responsible for 

knowing and supporting the rights of students, for knowing the legal ramifications of his or her 

own conduct, for knowing his or her responsibilities to provide effective instruction, and for 

knowing the limits of his or her own academic freedom.  

One would undoubtedly prefer to forget about legalities, liabilities, and lawsuits and get 

on with the business of teaching. Of course, in a more perfect world, this would be possible. 



But given the way things are, it is necessary to recognize the fact that a teacher must know 

more than his or her subject matter.  

Rights of Students  

More and more attention has been paid to the rights of students in recent years. Although schools 

formerly enforced, without question, policies concerning student behavior, student dress, and student 

discipline, the situation is now changing. School boards and students often are locked in struggles 

over who has which rights. .  

For the most part, the rights of students are the same as the rights of any other American. Simply 

stated, students shall not be discriminated against on the grounds of race, color, creed, or national 

origin. But in more specific areas, such as in the area of dress codes or discipline, a clear-cut answer 

cannot be given. The following situations will illustrate some of the complex issues involved in 

students' rights. 

 

Take a few minutes to think about the following situations. Give your answers and compare them with the 

information which we will supply.  

 

 SITUATION 1. The dress code at Wilson School includes a rule on hair length for boys. Several 

 students protest the rule saying that length of hair is an individual choice and that the school has no 

 right to impose such a rule on students. How do you feel about this?  

 

  The legal position: The U.S. Supreme Court has refused to consider the issue. Courts of appeal 

in four circuits have held that the right is protected. Courts of appeal in four other circuits-have held that 

the student has no such right as long as the school rule serves a legitimate goal. In an Eighth Circuit case 

arising in Minnesota, the court held that a male student could not be prevented from attending a public 

school because of his hair length, as long as it was clean; and there was no showing that shoulder length 

hair would materially and substantially interfere with discipline in the school. The court said that the 

hair restriction invaded private life beyond the school jurisdiction. The school rule was an attempt to 

impose taste or preference as a standard.  

 
SITUATION 2. Mary was having a difficult time in school both socially and academically. At 

conference time the teacher told her parents that the records showed that Mary had been a problem 

student for several years. When Mary's parents asked to see her records, the teacher refused, saying 

such records were confidential. Do Mary's parents have a right to see her records? Why or why not?  

 

  The legal position: Under the Family Educational and Privacy Act of 1974', parents have the 

right to inspect and review all their child's school records. The school must establish a procedure for 

complying with a request to see student records and may take no longer than forty-five days to comply 

with a request. The school must notify parents of their rights under this law.  

  Parents also have the right to a hearing to challenge any inaccurate, misleading, or 

inappropriate information in the records. If such information is found, it must be corrected or removed. 

Parents may insert a written explanation about challenged information in the records.  

  Before the records are given to anybody, except school officials and the courts, parents have to 

give the school specific written approval. This approval must include details of the specific records to 

be given out, the reason for giving the records, and the person to whom the records are to be given. 

Before records are given to courts, both the student and parents must be notified.  

 

SITUATION 3. A group of students approached their advisor, Mr. Jefferson, to seek permission to 

meet one night a week at school in order to hold sessions of their political club. Mr. Jefferson said he 

would look into it and get back to them. Can the students do this? Why or why not?  

 



  The legal position: Students should be permitted to hold student meetings on school property 

during school hours. After school hours, they would be limited, just as any other community group, 

under the state law. This may mean paying rent or a charge for any damage.  

  Students also have the right to gather informally as long as they do not substantially disrupt the 

educational process.  



SITUATION 4. It's "one of those days," and Angela, a junior high school teacher, has decided she just 

can't take any more. She paddles a student. What do you think the Supreme Court would say about 

that?  

 

The legal position: In a 1977 case, an eighth-grade student in Florida was paddled for being slow 

to answer a teacher's question. The severity of the beating, more than twenty blows with a wooden 

paddle, caused him to seek medical treatment and miss eleven days of school.  

The U.S. Supreme Court, in a 5-4 decision on this case held that (1) the original intent of the 

Cruel and Unusual Punishment Clause of the Eighth Amendment was to control the punishment of 

criminals, and does not apply to disciplinary corporal punishment in public schools. The Court 

accepted the common law rule that teachers may impose reasonable but not excessive force to 

discipline the child. If the force is excessive and unreasonable, the teacher may be held liable in 

damages to the child and, if malice is shown, may be subject to criminal penalties; (2) the Due Process 

Clause does not require notice and a hearing prior to the administration of corporal punishment; and 

(3) the question of whether to continue corporal punishment in the schools is for legislatures and 

schools boards to decide.  

Teacher Liability  

One of the most compelling questions a teacher must consider is "when might I be sued?" Thiemich 

writes that legal action is likely against a teacher when all, or some of the following allegations are 

made:  

1. That a pupil suffered injury, loss, or damage.  

2. That the pupil was not at fault for what happened.  

3. That the teacher did not exercise sufficient care or supervision.  

4. That there is a cause-and-effect relationship between the act (or failure to act) and the 

incident which caused the injury. This cause-and-effect relationship is referred to as 

“proximate cause.” 

 

Teacher liability, or the question of who is legally responsible, is never automatic. A teacher, or 

the school district, is liable only if liability is established in a court of law. It is interesting to note that 

a teacher carries greater responsibility for the safety of children than do parents and other adults. 

Teachers are expected to be even more careful than parents because teachers are considered trained 

specialists in child supervision, discipline, and pupil control.  



It is impossible to cover the wide range of potential incidents out of which legal action might be 

taken-against the teacher. Thiemich describes the most likely situations out of which torts, or civil 

lawsuits, could occur.  

Torts are likely to relate to certain situations or sets of circumstances. They may rise in relation to 

all or some of the following-conditions when a pupil is injured:  

1. An action is taken where a reasonably prudent teacher should realize that there is possible risk 

to pupils or others.  

2. There has been a failure to act when necessary to protect and assist those supervised, or as duty 

requires.  

3. Negligence is evident, in the case of someone known to be dangerous, inadequate, or 

incompetent (i.e., student teachers, lay assistants, aides).  

 

Here is a sample situation. Test your own information about teacher liability against the opinion of the 

court.  

SITUATION. Larry was a first-year teacher. He had made excellent progress and was given a student 

teacher for the spring semester. Because the student teacher seemed quite capable, Larry would often 

leave the classroom to use the ditto machine or to correct papers in the faculty room. One day Larry was 

summoned abruptly because a student had climbed on a desk, fallen off, and broken her hip. Extensive 

surgery would be needed. Is Larry potentially liable in this case? Why or why not?  

 

The legal position: The use of a student teacher in the classroom should immediately be recognized 

by a teacher as a possible risk situation. A student teacher or aide can be presumed to be less experienced 

in the control of pupil behavior and may be less skilled in recognizing risk. It becomes the duty of the 

supervising teacher (in this case Larry) to make an extra effort to protect pupils under such a situation.  

What protections exist for the teacher? There are three types of protection available to most 

teachers. The first is governmental immunity. In the past it served as a protective umbrella for school 

employees. Given the tenor of recent court decisions, however, it is clear that individual teachers will be 

held responsible for their actions, particularly where negligence can be established.  

 

A second line of defense for the teacher is the school district. In most districts, legal counsel will be provided 

(and paid for) where action is taken against a teacher. School districts may, however, be responsible only for 

the costs of legal counsel and not for payment of adverse judgments or other costs. State law in some states 

mandates that districts carry liability insurance, in which case district employees would be covered for 

settlement claims.  

Perhaps the best form of protection for the individual teacher, however, is employment liability insurance. 

While the larger school districts often provide this, it may prove inadequate. Both the AFT and the NEA offer 

liability protection to teachers who belong to those organizations.  

The preceding discussion illustrates the complexities of teachers' legal responsibilities. The National 

Education Association (NEA) has developed a code of educators' obligations to their students, to the public, 

and-to the profession.  

PROFESSIONAL RIGHTS  

The responsibility of teachers toward individual students represents a sacred trust. Except for parents, 

few persons have such potential to influence young lives. But teachers, too, are individual human 

beings, and their rights must also be carefully guarded. Teacher rights may be divided into civil rights, 

rights of academic freedom, and contractual rights.  



Civil Rights  

As citizens, teachers have the same civil rights as everyone else. The American Federation of 

Teachers (AFT) has drafted a bill of rights that specifies the civil rights of teachers. This bill of rights 

is presented here.  

Academic Freedom  

The amount of control a teacher has over what is taught and how it is taught varies from school system 

to school system, and in fact, from school to school. For the most part, state or local governing bodies 

set up curriculum policy, select textbooks, and often even establish standards of minimum 

competency and/or administer achievement tests. Thus, in the public school system, there is little 

room for much deviation from the prescribed requirements of subject matter. However a teacher's own 

personal emphasis, or an administrator's leadership, for example, will affect what is taught.  

Teaching styles vary as well. A teacher's philosophy of education may have to follow guidelines 

set up by a school board, but it is still that 'teacher's own philosophy. How the teacher presents 

material, handles classroom management and discipline, treats his or her students-these are all factors 

of teaching that will vary from person to person.  

In some private schools, much more academic freedom exists than in public schools. Some 

private schools encourage teacher creativity and open education. In private schools, teachers are often 

responsible for developing the school programs' and goals, whereas in public schools, such matters 

are often established by the school board. Throughout this book discussions of different types of 

school systems and different focuses on teaching will illuminate the many issues involved in teacher 

autonomy and academic freedom.  

  The rights and responsibilities of academic freedom are concerns of the professional teacher 

 organizations (the NEA and the AFT) as well. By influencing local, state, and federal policy, the 

 professional organizations play a role in what is taught. A later section discusses some of the goals of 

 the teachers' organizations.  

 

Contractual Rights  

When a teacher takes a new teaching position, he or she signs a contract that specifies the terms of his 

or her professional agreement with the school board of that district. The terms of the contract include 

the number of days for which the teacher is expected to report for duty, the salary for the year, and 

specified legal holidays. Contracts are granted for one-year periods.  

Other contractual elements include tenure and collective bargaining and the right to strike.  

TENURE. Within the education profession, tenure is a status granted to a teacher after a trial period 

which protects him or her from dismissal without just cause.  

In a legal sense, teachers are hired, rehired, or not rehired by the school board. In most cases, new 

teachers are hired for a probationary period, generally three years. During the probationary period a 

teacher's annual contract may or may not be renewed as the school board sees fit. If the board wishes 

not to rehire a probationary teacher, it must submit a written statement of the cause of the discharge at 

least thirty days prior to the effective date, and the teacher has no right of appeal.  

After a teacher has served his or her probationary period, he or she is granted tenure. Tenure 

ensures that a teacher may not be discharged without a hearing. There are basically five grounds for 

the dismissal of a tenured teacher. Following are the five reasons from the document Tenure for 

Minnesota Teachers in Cities of the First Class.  

Subd. 4. (Grounds for discharge or demotion). Causes for the discharge or demotion of a teacher 

either during or after the probationary period shall be:  

1. Immoral character, conduct unbecoming a teacher, or insubordination!  

2. Failure without justifiable cause to teach without first securing the written release of the school 



board having the care, management, or control of the school in which the teacher is employed;  

3. Inefficiency in teaching or in the management of a school;  

4. Affliction with active tuberculosis or other communicable disease shall be considered as cause 

for removal or suspension while the teacher is suffering from such disability; or  

5. Discontinuance of position or lack of pupils.  

 

COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AND THE RIGHT TO STRIKE. A couple decades ago, the idea of public school 

teachers on strike was virtually unthinkable. Mine workers, newspaper employees, and cabdrivers might 

strike, but not teachers. Teachers were professionals, and professionals do not strike. More than that, teachers 

were viewed as public servants much in the same way as police and firefighters were viewed. Calvin 

Coolidge, then Mayor of Boston, said about the 1919 attempted police strike, "There is no right to strike 

against the public safety." The watershed years of the late 1960s and 1970s brought about new perceptions of 

the role of public servants. Alvin Toffler cited these changing role perceptions as a manifestation of future 

shock. Firefighters on strike. Police on strike. Teachers on strike.  

Widespread opposition to unionism has disappeared among teachers in recent years. Both the 

NEA and the AFT have adopted an industrial model which includes collective bargaining and the right 

to strike as basic rights of the rank and file. Fifteen years ago, fewer than 100,000 public school 

teachers were serving under formal, written contracts. Today, virtually all public school teachers are 

covered by contractual agreements.  

As each school year begins, thousands of teachers in districts across the land find themselves on 

strike. Teachers have joined organized labor.  

CONDUCT CODES AND ETHICAL STANDARDS  

A professional, by definition, aspires to conduct of the highest ethical standards. Whether that 

professional works in the field of law, medicine, education, or another profession, we expect of him or 

her an exemplary standard of conduct. The term "role model" is often applied to those in positions of 

leadership and public trust. We are saddened when a star athlete is sanctioned for drug abuse or 

gambling. We are shocked when a teacher has sexual relations with any student. The trust is broken, 

and fellow professionals suffer along with the offender. There is something implicit in the role of a 

teacher that calls for high moral character and positive social values.  

In 1919 the Chicago White Sox stunned the sports world by "throwing" the World Series to their 

opponents. The star player of the White Sox, Shoeless Joe Jackson, was implicated in the scandal. As 

Jackson left the courtroom, a little boy is said to have looked up at his disgraced hero and said, "Say it 

ain't so, Joe." In more recent times, the alleged gambling connections of Pete Rose, the all-time Major 

League leader in base hits and in a number of other categories, resulted in his banishment from 

baseball.  

Scandal, of course, comes sooner or later to all professions. It is a sad fact of human 

existence€-.The bad news makes headlines, while the positive efforts of so many professionals are 

taken for granted. The bad headlines cast shadows over the work of the professional athlete who visits 

children's wards in hospitals, spreading a little cheer. Lost in the furor over the teacher who broke the 

public trust are the quiet stories of the teacher who stayed late at school night after night to help a 

student catch up on his work after a serious illness, of the teacher who mobilized her class to collect 

food for the needy, of the teacher who takes papers home to grade night after night.  



Violations of the Washington State Teachers' Code of Professional Conduct  

• Sexual contact with any student enrolled in the teacher's district, with any former student under the age 

of 18, or with any student under the teacher's professional guidance, including students over 18 and 

those at a school-sponsored activity.  

• Possession, use or consumption of hard-drugs or of controlled drugs without a prescription.  

• Consumption of alcohol on school premises or at a school activity if it is against the school's or 

district's policy.  

• Falsification or misrepresentations in professional conduct, such as on applications for scholarships, 

jobs, grants or financial reports.  

• Failure to file a complaint with the state superintendent's office when there is "reasonable suspicion" 

of unprofessional conduct; and failure to participate in an official inquiry by the superintendent's 

office.  

• Use of a position for personal financial gain: for example, a sports coach who indirectly requires 

attendance at his private sports clinic, or a music teacher who pressures students to buy instruments 

only from his music store.  

• Abandoning the general standards of the profession, such as harming students by failing to follow 

testing protocol, or a principal's failure to keep watch on school finances.  

 

Over the last three years, while debate on education produced few results in the Legislature, the state 

Board of Education has approved extensive reforms of the teaching profession with little fanfare.  

Among them were raising academic standards for teachers at private schools, requiring more training to 

teach specific subjects and increasing the amount of continuing education.  

Source: Seattle Post-Intelligencer  

The purpose of a professional conduct code is to police the profession. In education, most conduct codes 

are written by the professionals themselves and approved by the particular state board of education. Violations 

of the code can result in various potential penalties, depending upon the severity of the violation, ranging from 

letters of reprimand to the outright revocation of a teacher's license. Beyond that, legal sanctions are also 

possible through the state criminal justice system.  

 In Washington State, for example, the Board of Education in 1989 approved a strict code of 

professional conduct for teachers. The code was written by teachers, administrators, and state officials. The 

new code encourages self-policing of the profession as opposed to the former procedure of allowing the state 

superintendent's office to revoke a teacher's certificate only following a criminal conviction. The new code 

clearly spells out the boundaries of professional conduct.  

 As implied earlier, a true professional aspires to conduct of the highest ethical standards, shunning 

even the hint of impropriety. And we consider it a step in the right direction when the teaching profession 

comes to grips with sanctions for professional wrongdoing. Our criminal justice system sanctions the conduct 

of all citizens, but, for professionals, the profession itself must spell out its own set of standards in addition to 

those provided by legislation.  

 

PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS  

The two major professional organizations for teachers are the National Education Association (NEA) 

and the American Federation of Teachers (AFT). Membership in the NEA exceeds 1.7 million and 

that of the AFT is over 500,000. Slightly less than half of the 5.2 million-member teaching force of the 

United States belong to one or the other of the two organizations. The combined membership of the 

two organizations is greater than that of the Teamster's Union or the United Auto Workers.  



 The American Federation of Teachers (AFT)  

The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) was established in 1916 and chartered that year by the 

American Federation of Labor. Present membership in the AFT is about 520,000. Interestingly, AFT 

card No.1 was held by John Dewey.  

 The AFT claims to be both a union and a professional organization. In its capacity as a union, 

the AFT has led the fight for collective bargaining, higher salaries, and freedom from noninstructional 

chores. As a professional organization, the AFT has fought for involvement by teachers in educational 

policy decisions. AFT membership is open to teachers but not to principals or other administrators. 

The AFT position is that a natural adversary relationship exists between teachers and those who are 

empowered to hire, fire, or discipline them.  

 The main working goals of the AFT include an increased level of federal support for education, 

-federal assumption of state" and local welfare costs in order to release more funds for schools, and 

federally mandated collective bargaining rights for all state and local employees. Other AFT goals 

include the seeking of federal initiatives in the areas of early childhood education and adult (lifelong) 

education.  

  In addition to holding its annual meeting, the QUEST consortium (Quality Education 

 Standards in Teaching), the AFT publishes a monthly newspaper, American Teacher, and-a-quarterly 

 professional journal, American Educator. Teachers who belong to the AFT also belong to state 

 affiliates (for example, the New York Federation of Teachers [NYFT], or the Texas Federation of 

 Teachers [TFT]) and local affiliates as well.  

 

 The National Education Association (NEA)  
 

The National Education Association (NEA), with its nearly 2 million members, is by far the larger of 

the two dominant professional organizations for teachers. The AFT's strength has traditionally been in 

the East and larger cities, while the NEA has held dominance in the Midwest, South, and West as well 

as in suburban and small-town districts throughout the country:  

The NEA-was founded in 1857 as the National Teachers Association. It later merged with the 

American Normal School Association and the National Association of School Superintendents.  

In the past, the NEA resisted a union label, but in recent times its posture has become more 

militant. Increasingly, the NEA position on such issues as teacher strikes, sanctions. and collective 

bargaining has come to resemble that of the AFT.  

Among the stated goals of the NEAare increased state and federal support for public education, 

teacher rights, and increased teacher salaries. The two overriding purposes of the NEA have 

traditionally been (I) to elevate the character and advance the interests of the profession of teaching, 

and (2) to promote the cause of education in the United States.  

A tangible outcome of the NEA's goal structure has been the establishment of national Teacher 

Centers. The Teacher Centers have begun to provide leadership in the areas of teacher preparation and 

professional development. At the present time, more than 120 regional Teacher Centers exist in the 

United States.  

The NEA holds a large (10,000 + attendance) convention yearly at which delegates deal with the 

pressing issues in the educational process. Today's Education, the official journal of the NEA, is 

published monthly. In addition, the NEA publishes numerous professional papers and booklets 

ranging from studies of research in teaching and learning to materials on teacher rights.  

Two Organizations or One?  

For years, there has been talk of a merger between the NEA and the AFT. To date, no serious plan is 

afoot to make such a merger. Of course, one large organization would have more visibility and 



influence than two smaller organizations.  

One of the stumbling blocks to a merger is the question of membership. The AFT allows teachers 

only, while NEA membership is open to anyone in education, including principals and 

superintendents. To the AFT, principals and superintendents represent management while teachers 

represent labor; the NEA makes no such dear-cut distinction.  

A final point to consider is that more than half of America's teaching force belongs to no 

professional organization.  


